Name Our Bathroom Newsletter

... You sit—or stand—here reading the “writing on the wall,” which is so-so at best. It’s definitely nothing like that one bathroom that had the revised Dickens’ novel, *Grout Expectations*, written in between the tile. Yes, that bathroom was worth going in.

So, we at the library figure we might as well take this opportunity—while you’re captive—to tell you some stuff about the libraries that you might not know. Like, for instance: we could tell you what all that art in the stairwell means.

Problem is, we don’t have a name for our newsletter. We’re having a little “title anxiety.” FSU has the “Toilet Times,” and some other university has “The Writing on the Stall.” Those are pretty good—but can’t UWF students do better than that? If you think you can, go to the library website (http://library.uwf.edu) and click on “Name Our Bathroom Newsletter!” or drop a suggestion in the boxes by the elevators.

Need a little incentive? If we pick your stroke-of-genius title, you’ll win $50.00. Submission deadline is April 23rd, and the winner will be contacted by April 30th. Entries are limited to UWF students. If our next issue says, “Library Newsletter,” then you won’t have done your job. So aim high and give us your best shot!

Cuss WDS = Disqualified

Sorry!